Packet filtering and forwarding are the core issues of gigabit network intrusion forensics system (GNIFS) 
Introduction
In a gigabit network, the core of the gigabit network intrude forensics system (GNIFS) is packet collection, analysis and forwarding. Due to the large amount of the network data generated by the machines that obtain evidence, the network forensics machine is required to classify IP packets and perform different filtering processes against the packets according to the classification results. The interested IP packets are forwarded and then stored in a forensics store machine, while the rest data flows are discarded and then forwarded to the back-end analysis machines [1] .
Given a set of rules or policies defining the packet attributes or content, packet classification is the process of identifying the rule or policy within the set to which a packet conforms. GNIFS use policies based on Layer 2-Layer 4 header fields, called selectors of packet [2] . Rule matching schemes may be an exact match or a prefix/range matching on multiple fields. If the classification uses only one selector, it is called a one-dimensional classification. A multidimensional classification processing includes more than one selector and the packet to be processed should be matched with all of these selectors, each called a dimension.
The above processing is described by the following model: A classifier C is the rules sets (also namely strategy database or flow classifier), which contains N rules. Assuming that each packet header has K fields and the rule R j (R j C,1≤j≤N) consists of three parts:
· A Regular expression R j [i],1≤i≤K. It depicts the K fields of a packet header and could be specific values, range expressions or prefix expressions. · An integer pri(R j ).It defines the rule's priority in the classifier and can be used to determine which rule has the higher priority when a packet matches several rules. · An action A(R j ). It indicates the actions to be performed when a rule is matched.
Assuming that the header of packet P has K fields (P 1 , P 2 , …, P k ). The K-dimensional packet classification is to find the rule with the highest priority R m among all the matching rules, namely pri (R m ) > pri (R j ), j≠m, 1≤j≤N. R m is considered as the best matching rule for packet P.
Packet classification is an instance of the optimal filtering rules matching problems. Theoretically speaking, there are 7 fields that can be selected for defining filtering rules: source IP, destination IP, source port, destination port, TOS, protocol types and protocol labels. However, not all of these fields are interested by our research.
Related research work
The trivial technique to classify a packet to a flow in a rule database, is to perform a linear search on a list of rules [3] , with comparing each rule sequentially with the incoming packet's selectors until a match is found.Though the required memory used to store the rule database is low, the search time scales linearly with the number of rules (with O(n)), making it impractical for use with large rule databases. To decrease the search time, we can use a logarithmic search method in a sorted list (with O(nlog 2 n)), or a method that is independent from the number of rules such as a trie-based rule database with complexity of O(w), where w is the length of matching selectors. For a trie-based search, we should store the data to be searched in a binary trie. This data structure is suitable for prefix matching algorithms such as IP lookup .A full IP search uses a binary trie of depth 32 for the 32 bit IPv4 address. If a one dimensional rule (e.g. the selector of a packet is the source IP) is stored in a simple binary trie [4] , the memory access count for searching a field with b -bit prefix is exactly equal to b , that could be from 1 to 32 for a typical IP address selector. Spitznagel et al. introduced Extended Ternary Content Addressable Memory (E-TCAM) to implement range matching in hardware [5] .
The Parallel decomposition-integration method first decomposes multi-dimensional search into several parallel searches, and then integrates the searching results, finally get the matching result, such as BV [6] and ABV [7] algorithms. These algorithms search matching situation of each dimension concurrently, then each dimension's matching result get the corresponding match rules through the rule mapping bitmap. When the rules base is large, the bitmap is large. The RFC [8] algorithm is a multi-stage parallel decomposition-integration process. Decomposing and searching results of each stage are used as the entry of next stage. Through the pipeline technology, it can achieve very good search performance. But the performance of the algorithm is limited by the comprehensive factors that the stage's number and how to select the previous stage's results. Besides, the algorithm's storage efficiency is not high. CrossProduct algorithm [9] searches all prefixes of every dimension concurrently, and then it selects the legal matching rules from various cross-products. But the algorithm suffers from a memory explosion problem: in worst case, the cross-product table can have N K entries, where N is the number of rules and K is the number of fields. Lakshman and Stiliadis [6] published a decomposition method that suit hardware implementation. Their seminal technique was known as Lucent-Bit Vector or Parallel Bit Vector. Packet classification is done through independent search on each field obtaining a bit vector denoting matched filters in the filter set. The bit vector is later AND with the result form searches on all other fields . Contemporary solution to packet classification has been embracing a lot of heuristic and insights into real filter sets.Gupta and McKeown [8] published a well-cited heuristic based on filter sets collected form Internet Service Provider. Taylor and Turner [10] published another observation that could be considered as a recent one.
Although Cross-Product suits for multidimensional IP packet classification, the router's storage stack may not be stored because of the large cross combinations table in the actual application. The solution is to adopt the idea which is similar to the hardware cache. A fixed number of better matching filter rules are saved instead of all matching rules. Overall, the crossproduct algorithm has a lot of advantages in the aspect of searching time [11] [12] . In the Kdimensional circumstance, it only needs K times of linear searches and a table look-up time. Time complexity of the algorithm is O (KN), but its space complexity is O(N K ).When the total number of classification rules is large, the space requirement is inaccessible. For the previous cross-product method, the classification of every dimension is based on the difference display of IP packet address. It classifies the addresses into several classes, and then cross-product these classes. Either in one-dimension or two-dimension, these classes are overlapping in an address space. Otherwise, it can't be looked up using fast one-dimensional algorithm. This paper provides a partition method which divides the space into some non-overlapping areas, and is able to use the fast one-dimensional searching algorithm thus decreasing the searching time. To compress a large cross-product table, this paper uses an equivalent class to combine repeated rows or columns. Run-length encoding (RLE) and Bit Array compression algorithm is applied to achieve a better compression ratio.
Improved cross-product
The previous cross-product algorithm needs K times of linear searches for K-dimensions. But in every dimensional liner search, the range of each unit address may overlap. As a result, the fast one-dimensional searching method can't be used. Instead, the linear searching method is applied. Meanwhile, the same address of one IP packet in each dimension may also match with several different units. Therefore, after searching the table, several matching rules will be received and the rule with the highest priority needs to be found afterwards. Consequently, the searching efficiency is not high. The classification rule base, C, is shown as an example in table 1. Cross-product table is shown in table2 after the sorting of address S,T. When using the Cross-product algorithm to search the point P (0110, 1000), a linear search is needed in S and {01 *, 011 *, *} is matched. Then a linear searching in T is also processed, and {10 *, *} is matched. We can get four matching rules {R3 R4,R5, R6} according to table 2. R3 has the highest priority based on the serial number of the sequence and is regarded as the best matching rule.
From the above process, we can see in every dimension(S,T), the ranges defined in the rules conflict with each other and have the overlapping areas, so there are many matching prefixes in searching results. Figure 1 shows the regional map of the rules base C. R3, R4, R5, and R6 have overlapping areas (the rectangular areas where R3 is in).When searching for the matching rules of H, four matching rules will be found. At the same time, R6 has overlapping parts with all other areas. Hence R6 would be matched at any time once a point matches other rules.
In order to get rid of these overlapping areas, we adopt a segmentation method. Figure 2 shows the regional map of the cross-product without overlapping areas. The X axis is divided into four intervals: X1, X2, X3 and X4; the Y axis is divided into five intervals: Y1,Y2, Y3,Y4 and Y5. Thus the plane is divided into 20 areas and the 20 areas don't overlap with each other. The points in each area have the same properties: either all match with R or none. For the situation of matching several rules, since the different points within the area have the same properties, their best matching rules are identical. Before the look-up table is created, the best matching rules should be calculated firstly. Only the best matching rules may be stored.
When searching for matching intervals, as each interval doesn't overlap, the fast onedimensional algorithm can be applied, such as binary searching algorithm and binary searching tree algorithm. Thus the time complexity is reduced from O (KN) to O(KlogN). At the same time, there is only one matching rule in the look-up table and no need to compare the priorities with other matching rules. Once one is found, it is the best matching rule. shown in table  3 is created based on the segmented address S,T referring to the non-overlapping areas in figure2. When the point H(0110,1000) is searched, only binary search in the source address S is needed, and the corresponding matching source address is {X3}.Then the destination address T is checked, and the matching one is {Y4}, thus we can get the best matching rules R3. X1  R6  R1  R2  R5  R6  X2  R4  R4  R4  R4  R4  X3  R4  R4  R4  R3  R4  X4  R6  R6  R6  R6  R6 However, the main defect of the above method is that the size of Cross-product table is increased. In order to reduce the table size, this paper proposes a solution based on the equivalent class. Cross However, when using this one-dimension lookup tables, we are unable to use the fast linear searching algorithm. Therefore Y1 can be divided into two items. Then there are five columns in the table, but only four classes. After this modification, the range is continuous and nonoverlapping. As a result, the linear search can be accelerated by using the fast one-dimensional searching algorithm.
Further compress the storage space
The method reduces the searching time and reduces storage space, which uses to merge equivalence class to reduce each dimension's classification number. But when the number of rule base is large, it still needs a lot of storage space. We can adopt the method of change crossproduct table's data structure to compress the storage space. This method is based on the following two characterizes:
· Cross-product' 
4.1.Run-length encoding (RLE)
RLE is a very simple form of data compression in which runs of data (that is, sequences in which the same data value occurs in many consecutive data elements) are stored as a single data value and count, rather than as the original run.
Take the above rules as an example, it can be showed as: A4B7C2B6D9C2. Thus it reduces the storage space. The method add up the data of double byte's second byte step by step, until its result is greater than N, then its first byte is the Nth character. For example, when searching the eighteenth character in the above character string, the forth double byte's first part of character 'B' is the result.
For the longer character string, continuous summation takes a lot of time. In order to speed up the searching speed, this paper inserts one byte after every W byte, it is the summation of all second bytes of the prior double bytes, it means the number of this position amounts to the cross-product's position. Thus only W-1 times of summation are needed at most.
Bit array
This method makes a character string as a compressive character string (CCS) and a bit array (BA).If the character appears repeatedly and continuously in the character string, it is represented as one character in CCS. If the character is the same as the prior character, it is represented as "0" in BA, and if the character doesn't accord with the prior character, it is represented as "1" in BA. It is represented as "1" for the all first character. Taking the above rule as an example, it can show as :
CCS:ABCBDC BA:100010000001010000010000000010 When searching the K th character, it needs to calculate the summation K of '1' in the front N bits of the BA, and then search the CSS. CSS' K th character is the K th character of the primary character string. Taking the above character string as an example, if searching the eighteenth Cross-Product Packet Classification in GNIFS based on Non-overlapping Areas and Equivalence Class Mohua Zhang, Ge Li character, first it calculates the number of '1' in the front 18 bits of BA, it is 4, so the forth character 'B' in the CCS is the result.
We can use the same processing method as RLE for the longer character string, thus only W-1 times of summation are needed at most.
Every row or column of the Cross-product table is compressed and not all bytes are compressed for the two compression algorithms in order to not influence the classification algorithm's speed.
Theoretical accessment
With the merger using equivalent interval, how much can every dimensional segmentation are improved? Suppose there are N rules in the rule base. For the source and destination addresses of the prefix forms, it can be proved that the subsection of each dimension merger should not exceed N +1 equivalent interval according to the above method. That is to say, in the worst case, the bad space complexity of rules for two dimensions is O ((N + 1) * (N + 1) ). When N =1, the proposition is obviously right.
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When N =2, their relationship is shown in figure 4 . For both X and Y axes, if A and B are overlapping, they can be segmented to overlapping part and none-overlapping part; if A and B are not overlapping, they can be segmented to A and B. The number of sections of each dimension is only two, so the proposition is right.
If N=K-1, the proposition is right, namely after the merger, the subsections of X axis and Y axis will not exceed K classes.
When N = K, namely there is one rule RL k to be added. The relation between the two edges of RL k , left and right, and the sections of previous K-1 rules on the X axis is as follows:
When two sides of RL k have both the same separator line with the previous sections, this rule doesn't add section on the X axis.
When only one side of RL k has the same separator line with the previous ones, just the subsections on the X axis are increased by the projection of one side. Namely, only one class is increased and the number of sections does not exceed K+1.
When both two sides of the RL k don't have the same separator line with the previous ones, the result is as shown in figure 4 .
Assuming that the inserted sections of the two sides of RL k , Xi and Xj, which are defined by line L1, L2, L3, L4. For the previous K-1 rules, they contain both section Xi and section Xj or neither. The section in the left bottom will not exist, which only contains the section Xi, without the section Xj. Since it doesn't meet any one situation in figure 3 and its projection on the X axis is partly overlapping with the RL k 's projection. Therefore, the former K-1 rules have the same effect of Xi and Xj. That is to say, when N = K-1, section Xi and section Xj can be merged. Though the K th rule adds two sections to the X axis subsection, after merging, it only adds one class.
Similarly, the Y axis adds one class at most after merging.
In conclusion, with regard to the source and destination addresses in the form of prefix, based on the equivalent class merging method, the number of each dimensional subsection shall not exceed N+1.
Experimental evaluation
We simulate some rule base to test the algorithms in the paper. The search time of the crossproduct algorithm is O (KlogN) in the worst situation and it is generally acknowledged that this searching time is short. But its space complexity is O (N 2 ), therefore, we mainly make simulations on the occupation in storage space, and estimate the actual results of algorithms.
We suppose that there are two autonomous systems AS-A and AS-B, their border routers are linked directly, every autonomous system has a certain number of prefix addresses. We simulate the package classification in the border routers of autonomous systems. In this situation, we take AS-A as source address and AS-B as the destination address, and simulate our twodimensional rule base classification. For example, suppose AS-A has 20 prefixes and AS-B has 40 prefixes, their results of cross-product are a base of 800 rules.
In my opinion, the number of rules is large, but the type of actions for each rule is few. In the experiment, we suppose that the action type of each rule is only 3% of the quantity of rules. For example, a database which has 1000 rules, it only has 30 different actions. Experiment result of improved Cross-Product is shown in table6.
Cross-Product Packet Classification in GNIFS based on Non-overlapping Areas and Equivalence Class Mohua Zhang, Ge Li From table 6 we can see: · For simulating the rule base, the cross-product method which is put forwarded in this paper increases each dimensional subsection. This is the result of the number of subsections of the algorithm is (2N+1)*(2N+1) in the worst situation, while the previous method is N * N. · Through merging the equivalence classes, the space of the Cross-product table is significantly reduced, which is about 1/3 of the previous There is only an exception in the rule base of 300 rules; its compression rate exceeds 100%. · Similar to traveling salesman problem, it is a good way to adopt spanning tree algorithm to get better order for row in order to achieve better compression rate. · Bit Array compression algorithm's result is similar to the RLE algorithms. It still adds the Cross-product table's storage. But by changing the column's order, it achieves a good compression result.
Cross-Product Packet Classification in GNIFS based on Non-overlapping Areas and Equivalence Class Mohua Zhang, Ge Li · Compared with RLE algorithm, Bit Array algorithm is better when Cross-product table is small, but when the Cross-product table is big, RLE algorithm's compression rate is better. In all, for the rule base, after the merger of equivalence classes, the cross-product table is small. The redundancies are not big. For example, a base of 5000 rules, it has 5000 items in the previous method, while it only has 5151 items using the method of this paper. So it doesn't need compress in principle in this situation. The meaning of our method significantly improves the speed of searching.
Conclusion
As for the fast speed of the Cross-product algorithm but its great demand for storage space, this paper puts forward some improvements towards the Cross-product algorithm. The first is to apply Cross-product with none-overlapping areas. Each dimension is divided into several classes, and then implements the cross-product. There are overlapping areas whether in onedimension or two-dimension and the fast searching algorithm cannot be used. This paper adopts the classification based on the space division on every dimension without overlapping, which the fast searching algorithm can be used in each dimension. This method not only reduces the time complexity from O (KN) to O (KlogN), but also increases the space requirement. The second improvement is adopting equivalence class to reduce the space requirement. This paper proves that, for the rule base with N rules, if the destination address and source address are in the form of prefix, the number of classification of each dimension will not exceed N + 1, hence the space complexity is not more than N 2 . Of course it may be much smaller in the practical applications. At the same time, there may only M different actions in the rule base, N > > M. We use M codes instead of N rules' numbers and store them in Cross-product table. Therefore, the form may produce some rows and columns that are identical, we can continue to merge the rows and columns in the equivalent section method, and compress the Cross-product table. This method not only improves the processing speed, but also reduces the requirement for storage space.
